American National Standards
Call for comment on proposals listed

This section solicits public comments on proposed draft new American National Standards, including the national adoption of ISO and IEC standards as American National Standards, and on proposals to revise, reaffirm or withdraw approval of existing American National Standards. A draft standard is listed in this section under the ANSI-accredited standards developer (ASD) that sponsors it and from whom a copy may be obtained. Comments in connection with a draft American National Standard must be submitted in writing to the ASD no later than the last day of the comment period specified herein. Such comments shall be specific to the section(s) of the standard under review and include sufficient detail so as to enable the reader to understand the commenter's position, concerns and suggested alternative language, if appropriate. Please note that the ANSI Executive Standards Council (ExSC) has determined that an ASD has the right to require that interested parties submit public review comments electronically, in accordance with the developer's procedures.

Ordering Instructions for “Call-for-Comment” Listings
1. Order from the organization indicated for the specific proposal.
2. Use the full identification in your order, including the BSR prefix; for example, Electric Fuses BSR/SAE J554.
3. Include remittance with all orders.
4. BSR proposals will not be available after the deadline of call for comment.

Comments should be addressed to the organization indicated, with a copy to the Board of Standards Review, American National Standards Institute, 25 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036. Fax: 212-840-2298; e-mail: psa@ansi.org
Standards Action - November 7, 2008

Comment Deadline: December 7, 2008

NSF (NSF International)

Revisions

BSR/NSF 46-200x (i18), Evaluation of components and devices used in wastewater treatment systems (revision of ANSI/NSF 46-2007)
Issue 18 - To remove section 11.4.1 relating to noise levels of...

Click here to see these changes in full, or look at the end of "Standards Action."
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Mindy Costello; (734) 827-6819, mcostello@nsf.org

BSR/NSF 50-200x (i56), Equipment for Swimming Pools, Spas, Hot Tubs and other Recreational Water Facilities (revision of ANSI/NSF 50-2008)

Issue 56 - When looking at the minimum clearance between adjacent filter elements, as stated in 5.2.3.1, in conjunction with the 1.5 multiplier of the uncoated tubes for precoat media thickness to derive effective filter area, it is possible to certify a precoat media filter where bridging of precoat media between adjacent filter elements could occur, to achieve the stated effective filter area.

Click here to see these changes in full, or look at the end of "Standards Action."
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Mindy Costello; (734) 827-6819, mcostello@nsf.org

UL (Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.)

New Standards

BSR/UL 14C-200x, Standard for Swinging Hardware for Standard Tin-Clad Fire Doors Mounted Singly and in Pairs (new standard)
Updates standard references in paragraphs 1.1 and 1.2.

Click here to see these changes in full, or look at the end of "Standards Action."
Single copy price: Contact comm2000 for pricing and delivery options
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Mitchell Gold; UL-IL; Mitchell.Gold@us.ul.com

BSR/UL 14B-200x, Standard for Sliding Hardware for Standard, Horizontally Mounted Tin-Clad Fire Doors (new standard)
Updates standard references in paragraphs 1.1 and 1.2.

Click here to see these changes in full, or look at the end of "Standards Action."
Single copy price: Contact comm2000 for pricing and delivery options
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Mitchell Gold, UL-IL; Mitchell.Gold@us.ul.com

Comment Deadline: December 22, 2008

ABYC (American Boat and Yacht Council)

New Standards

BSR/ABYC P-1-200x, Installation of Exhaust Systems for Propulsion and Auxiliary Engines (new standard)
Provides a guide for the design, installation, and selection of materials for exhaust systems for marine engines.
Single copy price: $50.00
Order from: Sandy Brown; (410) 990-4460, sbrown@abycinc.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Eric Johnson; (410) 990-4460, Ext. 24, ejohnson@abycinc.org

ALI (ASC A14) (American Ladder Institute)

Revisions

BSR A14.4-200x, Safety Requirements for Job-Made Wooden Ladders (revision of ANSI A14.4-2002)
Prescribes minimum requirements and recommendations for the construction, design, installation and use of job-made wooden ladders on construction sites, in order to minimize personal injuries.
Single copy price: $50.00
Order from: Janet Rapp; (312) 644-6610, jrapp@smithbucklin.com
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: All comments must be submitted on the official comment form that appears at the end of the standards.

AFCO (Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials-International)

New Standards

Provides detailed technical data to software providers who support CAD Systems or alarm monitoring applications concerning the common data elements and structure that shall be utilized when electronically transmitting a new alarm event from an alarm monitoring company to a PSAP. The package includes process flow examples that are necessary during the hand-off of new event, new event responses, and updates to working events between the alarm monitoring company and the PSAP.
Single copy price: Free
Obtain an electronic copy from: apcostandards@apco911.org or www.apcostandards.org
Order from: Amanda Byrd; (386) 944-2446, byrda@apco911.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Amanda Byrd, apcostandards@apco911.org

ASTM (ASTM International)

New Standards

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK786.htm
Single copy price: N/A
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Corice Leonard, ASTM; cleonard@astm.org

BSR/ASTM WK11803-200x, Specification for Glass Fiber Reinforced Thermoplastic Pipe (new standard)
http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK11803.htm
Single copy price: N/A
Obtain an electronic copy from:cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same
BSR/ASTM WK12289-200x, Test Method for Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) Content of Microorganisms in Fuel, Fuel/Water Mixtures and Fuel Associated Water (new standard)
http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK12289.htm

Single copy price: N/A
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

BSR/ASTM WK16504-200x, Method for Determination of Boiling Range Distribution of Distillates and Lubricating Base Oils - in Boiling Range from 100 to 735 C by Gas Chromatography (new standard)
http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK16504.htm

Single copy price: N/A
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

BSR/ASTM WK18151-200x, Test Method for Dynamic Viscosity and Derived Kinematic Viscosity of Liquids by Oscillating Piston Viscometer (new standard)
http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK18151.htm

Single copy price: N/A
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

Revisions

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK21501.htm

Single copy price: $31.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK21565.htm

Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

BSR/ASTM D664-200x, Test Method for Acid Number of Petroleum Products by Potentiometric Titration (revision of ANSI/ASTM D664-2007)
http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK20291.htm

Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK18090.htm

Single copy price: $49.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK16901.htm

Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK20855.htm

Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same


Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK21542.htm

Single copy price: $31.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

BSR/ASTM D2887-200x, Test Method for Boiling Range Distribution of Petroleum Fractions by Gas Chromatography (revision of ANSI/ASTM D2887-2006a)
http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK18162.htm

Single copy price: $42.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same
http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK20948.htm
Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK20949.htm
Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK3107.htm
Single copy price: $42.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK17916.htm
Single copy price: $42.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK15137.htm
Single copy price: $49.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK20830.htm
Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK21182.htm
Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK21507.htm
Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK16986.htm
Single copy price: $49.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK20840.htm
Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK20831.htm
Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK20832.htm
Single copy price: $31.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK20833.htm
Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same
http://www.astm.org/Standards/D2532.htm

Single copy price: $31.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/Standards/D2890.htm

Single copy price: $31.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/Standards/D3117.htm

Single copy price: $31.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/Standards/D3245.htm

Single copy price: $31.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/Standards/D4616.htm

Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/Standards/D4715.htm

Single copy price: $31.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/Standards/D5275.htm

Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/Standards/D5442.htm

Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/Standards/D5705.htm

Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/Standards/D6514.htm

Single copy price: $36.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

http://www.astm.org/Standards/D6892.htm

Single copy price: $31
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

Withdrawals

http://www.astm.org/Standards/E1580.htm

Single copy price: $31.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cleonard@astm.org
Order from: Corice Leonard; (610) 832-9743, cleonard@astm.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same
**ATIS (Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions)**

**New Standards**

BSR ATIS 0100017-200x, Reduced Reference Video Calibration and Estimation Method (new standard)

Describes four Reduced Reference (RR) video calibration algorithms of low computational complexity. RR methods are useful for performing end-to-end in-service video quality measurements, since these methods utilize a low bandwidth network connection between the original (source) and processed (destination) ends.

Single copy price: $108.00

Obtain an electronic copy from: kconn@atis.org

Order from: Kerrianne Conn; (202) 434-8841, kconn@atis.org

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

BSR ATIS 0600010.01-200x, Temperature Humidity, and Altitude Requirements for Network Telecommunications Equipment Utilized in Outside Plant Environments (new standard)

Covers the minimum temperature, humidity, and altitude criteria for telecommunications network equipment to be installed and utilized by service providers in outside plant (OSP) environments. These environments include those in OSP cabinets enclosures, pedestals, etc, as well as those outside protective enclosures.

Single copy price: $108.00

Obtain an electronic copy from: kconn@atis.org

Order from: Kerrianne Conn; (202) 434-8841, kconn@atis.org

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

**AWS (American Welding Society)**

**New Standards**

BSR/AWS C6.1-200x, Recommended Practices for Friction Welding (new standard)

Describes friction welding fundamentals and basic equipment requirements. Suggested procedure qualification, inspection methods, and joint designs are detailed. Typical mechanical property data are referenced.

Single copy price: $25.00

Obtain an electronic copy from: roneill@aws.org

Order from: Rosalinda O’Neill; (305) 443-9353, roneill@aws.org

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Andrew Davis; (305) 443 9353 Ext. 466, (800) 443 9353 Ext. 466, adavis@aws.org

**Revisions**

BSR/AWS A5.12M/A5.12-200x (ISO 6848:200x), Specification for Tungsten and Oxide Dispersed Tungsten Electrodes for Arc Welding and Cutting (revision of ANSI/AWS A5.12/A5.12M-98 (R2007))

Prescribes the requirements for the classification of bare tungsten and oxide-dispersed tungsten electrodes for gas tungsten arc welding and cutting and plasma arc welding and cutting. Classification is based upon the chemical composition of the electrode. Standard sizes, finish, lengths, quantities, product identification, color coding, and chemical composition limits are specified. This specification adopts the requirements of ISO 6848:2004 and incorporates the provisions of earlier versions of AWS A5.12, allowing for classifications under both specifications.

Single copy price: $25.00

Obtain an electronic copy from: roneill@aws.org

Order from: Rosalinda O’Neill; (305) 443-9353, roneill@aws.org

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Andrew Davis; (305) 443 9353 Ext. 466, (800) 443 9353 Ext. 466, adavis@aws.org

**HL7 (Health Level Seven)**

**New Standards**

BSR/HL7 V3 CGGV, R1-200x, HL7 Version 3 Standard: Clinical Genomics; Genetic Variation, Release 1 (new standard)

During the DSTU period, the area that has been experimented with the most is genetic variation and therefore it is the first topic being progressed to normative status. This document consists of changes done after ballot reconciliation of the comments received during the Jan 2008 ballot cycle.

Single copy price: Free (HL7 members); $50.00 (non-members)

Obtain an electronic copy from: Karenvan@HL7.org

Order from: Karen Van Hentenryck; (734) 677-7777, Karenvan@HL7.org

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

BSR/HL7 V3 SDA. R1-200x, HL7 Version 3 Standard: Structured Documents Architecture, Release 1 (new standard)

Provides the D-MIM and supporting documentation for structured documents, based on input from the current HL7 publications and projects. Structured Documents Work Group is coordinating with Pediatric Data Stds, Government Projects and Decision Support among others to determine the requirements.

Single copy price: Free (HL7 members); $600.00 (non-members)

Obtain an electronic copy from: Karenvan@HL7.org

Order from: Karen Van Hentenryck; (734) 677-7777, Karenvan@HL7.org

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

**ISEA (International Safety Equipment Association)**

**Reaffirmations**

BSR/ISEA 102-1990 (R200x), Gas Detector Tube Units - Short Term Type for Toxic Gases and Vapors in Working Environments (reaffirmation of ANSI/ISEA 102-1990 (R2003))

Sets forth the minimum performance requirements for gas detector tube units and components, which are used to determine the concentration of toxic gases and vapors in working environments.

Single copy price: $10.00

Obtain an electronic copy from: cfargo@safetyequipment.org

Order from: Cristine Fargo; (703) 525-1695, cfargo@safetyequipment.org

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same
Occupational Exposure Limit Value (ELV), e.g., Threshold Limit Value (TLV), Permissible Exposure Limit (PEL), Short Term Exposure Limit (STEL),

Single copy price: $10.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: cfargo@safetyequipment.org
Order from: Cristine Fargo; (703) 525-1695, cfargo@safetyequipment.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

ITI (INCITS) (InterNational Committee for Information Technology Standards)

Reaffirmations


Specifies the characteristics of 120-mm optical disks (CD-ROM) for information interchange between information processing systems and for information storage.

Single copy price: $30.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: http://webstore.ansi.org
Order from: Global Engineering Documents; (800) 854-7179, www.global.ihs.com
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Serena Patrick; (202) 626-5741, spatrick@itic.org


Specifies the media characteristics, the recorded tape format and file structure requirements to enable information interchange between information processing systems using 19.0 mm wide magnetic tape and cassette conforming to IEC 61016 Section 2. The purpose of this International Standard is to define the format necessary to ensure information interchange at acceptable performance levels. The interchange parties complying with the applicable standards should be able to achieve compatibility without the need for additional exchange of technical information.

Single copy price: $30.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: http://webstore.ansi.org
Order from: Global Engineering Documents; (800) 854-7179, www.global.ihs.com
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Serena Patrick; (202) 626-5741, spatrick@itic.org

Stabilized Maintenance: See 3.3.3 of the ANSI Essential Requirements


Specifies the characteristics of a 90-mm (3.54-in) optical disk cartridge (ODC) of the type providing for information to be written, read, and erased many times, using thermomagnetic and magneto-optical effect.

Single copy price: $30.00
Obtain an electronic copy from: http://webstore.ansi.org
Order from: Global Engineering Documents; (800) 854-7179, www.global.ihs.com
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Serena Patrick; (202) 626-5741, spatrick@itic.org
INCITS/ISO/IEC 13403-1995 (S200x), Information Technology - Data Interchange on 300 mm Optical Disk Cartridges of the Write Once, Read Multiple (WORM) Type Using the CCS Method (stabilized maintenance of INCITS/ISO/IEC 13403-1995 (R2004))

Specifies the characteristics of 300-mm optical disk cartridges (ODC) of the WORM type providing for embossed information and for data to be written once and read multiple times.

Single copy price: $30.00

Obtain an electronic copy from: http://webstore.ansi.org
Order from: Global Engineering Documents; (800) 854-7179, www.global.ils.com
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Serena Patrick; (202) 626-5741, spatrick@itic.org

INCITS/ISO/IEC 13481-1993 (S200x), Information Technology - Data Interchange on 130 mm Optical Disk Cartridges - Capacity: 1 Gigabyte Per Cartridge (stabilized maintenance of INCITS/ISO/IEC 13481-1993 (R2004))

Specifies two implementations: Type R/W (data to be written, read and erased many times) and type WO (having write once, read multiple functionality). Specifies the conditions for conformance testing and the reference drive; the environments in which the cartridges are to be operated and stored; the mechanical, physical and dimensional characteristics of the case and of the cartridge; the format of the information on the disk; the characteristics of the embossed information on the disk; the magneto-optical characteristics of the disk; and the minimum quality of user-written data on the disk.

Single copy price: $30.00

Obtain an electronic copy from: http://webstore.ansi.org
Order from: Global Engineering Documents; (800) 854-7179, www.global.ils.com
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Serena Patrick; (202) 626-5741, spatrick@itic.org

INCITS/ISO/IEC 13549-1993 (S200x), Information Technology - Data Interchange on 130 mm Optical Disk Cartridges - Capacity: 1.3 Gigabytes Per Cartridge (stabilized maintenance of INCITS/ISO/IEC 13549-1993 (R2004))

Specifies the conditions for conformance testing; the environments in which the cartridges are to be operated and stored; the mechanical, physical and dimensional characteristics of the case and of the cartridges, so as to provide mechanical interchangeability between the data processing systems; the format of the information on the disk, both embossed and user-written, including the physical disposition of the tracks and sectors, the error correction codes, and the modulation method used.

Single copy price: $30.00

Obtain an electronic copy from: http://webstore.ansi.org
Order from: Global Engineering Documents; (800) 854-7179, www.global.ils.com
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Serena Patrick; (202) 626-5741, spatrick@itic.org

INCITS/ISO/IEC 13614-1995 (S200x), Information Technology - Data Interchange on 300 mm Optical Disk Cartridges of the Write Once, Read Multiple (WORM) Type using the SSF Method (stabilized maintenance of INCITS/ISO/IEC 13614-1995 (R2004))

Specifies the characteristics of 300-mm optical disk cartridges (ODC) of the WORM type providing for embossed information and for data to be written once and read multiple times. Together with the standard for Volume and File Structure, this International Standard provides for full data interchange between data processing systems. Interchange involves the ability to write and read data without introducing any error.

Single copy price: $30.00

Obtain an electronic copy from: http://webstore.ansi.org
Order from: Global Engineering Documents; (800) 854-7179, www.global.ils.com
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Serena Patrick; (202) 626-5741, spatrick@itic.org

NEMA (ASC C82) (National Electrical Manufacturers Association)

Reaffirmations

BSR C82.77-2001 (R200x), Harmonic Emission Limits-Related Power Quality Requirements for Lighting Equipment (reaffirmation of ANSI C82.77-2001 (R2005))

Specifies harmonic limits and methods of measurement for lighting equipment.

Single copy price: $At Cost +

Obtain an electronic copy from: http://webstore.ansi.org
Order from: Randolph Roy; (703) 841-3277, ranroy@nema.org; Mat_clark@nema.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

NSF (NSF International)

Revisions

BSR/NSF 42-200x (i63), Drinking Water Treatment Units - Aesthetic Effects (revision of ANSI/NSF 42-2000)

Issue 63 - The proposed revision is to clarify by characterization what is meant by formulation disclosure and formulation dependant analysis. The purpose of the formulation disclosure and review is to allow the selection of the correct analytes for extraction testing to be selected.

Single copy price: Free

Obtain an electronic copy from:
Order from: Lorna Badman; (734) 827-6806, badman@nsf.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

BSR/NSF 44-200x (i30), Residential cation exchange water softeners (revision of ANSI/NSF 44-2007)

Issue 30 - The proposed revision is to clarify by characterization what is meant by formulation disclosure and formulation dependant analysis. The purpose of the formulation disclosure and review is to allow the selection of the correct analytes for extraction testing to be selected.

Single copy price: Free

Obtain an electronic copy from:
Order from: Lorna Badman; (734) 827-6806, badman@nsf.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same
BSR/NSF 53-200x (i71), Drinking Water Treatment Units - Health Effects (revision of ANSI/NSF 53-2008)

Issue 71 - The proposed revision is to clarify by characterization what is meant by formulation disclosure and formulation dependant analysis. The purpose of the formulation disclosure and review is to allow the selection of the correct analytes for extraction testing to be selected.

Single copy price: Free

Obtain an electronic copy from:

Order from: Lorna Badman; (734) 827-6806, badman@nsf.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

BSR/NSF 58-200x (i54), Reverse osmosis drinking water treatment systems (revision of ANSI/NSF 58-2007)

Issue 54 - The proposed revision is to clarify by characterization what is meant by formulation disclosure and formulation dependant analysis. The purpose of the formulation disclosure and review is to allow the selection of the correct analytes for extraction testing to be selected.

Single copy price: Free

Obtain an electronic copy from:

Order from: Lorna Badman; (734) 827-6806, badman@nsf.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

BSR/NSF 62-200x (i19), Drinking water distillation systems (revision of ANSI/NSF 62-2007)

Issue 19 - The proposed revision is to clarify by characterization what is meant by formulation disclosure and formulation dependant analysis. The purpose of the formulation disclosure and review is to allow the selection of the correct analytes for extraction testing to be selected.

Single copy price: Free

Obtain an electronic copy from:

Order from: Lorna Badman; (734) 827-6806, badman@nsf.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

TIA (Telecommunications Industry Association)

Reaffirmations


Addresses the technical issues associated with Type 1, Type 2, and Type 2.5 Customer Premises Equipment for services such as Calling Identity Delivery, Visual Message Waiting indicator, Calling Identity Delivery on Call Waiting and Call Waiting Deluxe. The Type 1 and Type 2 issues were previously addressed in TIA/EIA 716 and TIA/EIA 777, respectively. This document is intended to replace both TIA/EIA 716 and TIA/EIA 777. The services use On-Hook and Off-Hook signaling with data frames packaged in Single Data Message Format (SDMF), and Multiple Data Message Format (MDMF).

Single copy price: $113.00

Obtain an electronic copy from: IHS

Order from: Global Engineering Documents; (800) 854-7179, www.global.ihs.com

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Ronda Coulter; (703) 907-7974, rcoulter@tiaonline.org

UL (Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.)

New Standards


Proposes new and revised construction requirements for this Standard. This Standard covers service-entrance, feeder, and branch-circuit busways and associated fittings rated at 600 V or less, 6 000 A or less, and intended for use in accordance with the Canadian Electrical Code, Part I (CE Code, Part I), the National Electrical Code (NEC), NFPA 70, and the Mexican Standard for Electrical Installations (Utility), NOM-001-SEDE.

Single copy price: Contact comm2000 for pricing and delivery options


Order from: comm2000

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Derrick Martin, UL-CA; Derrick.L.Martin@us.ul.com

BSR/UL 1727-200x, Standard for Safety for Commercial Electric Personal Grooming Appliances (new standard)

Covers electric personal grooming appliances intended for use by qualified personnel in commercial establishments such as beauty salons, barber shops, or cosmetic studios. Appliances include hair curlers and dryers, combs, brushes, and similar appliances used in accordance with the “American National Standard National Electrical Code,” ANSI/NFPA 70.

Single copy price: Contact comm2000 for pricing and delivery options


Order from: comm2000

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Randi Myers; (408) 754-6500, Randi.K.Myers@us.ul.com

Revisions


Proposes revisions to align with Amendment No. 1 for IEC 60745-2-2, second edition.

Single copy price: Contact comm2000 for pricing and delivery options


Order from: comm2000

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Beth Northcott; (847) 664-3198, Elizabeth.Northcott@us.ul.com

Reaffirmations


Single copy price: Contact comm2000 for pricing and delivery options


Order from: comm2000

Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Amy Walker, UL-IL; Amy.K.Walker@us.ul.com
Comment Deadline: January 6, 2009

Reaffirmations and withdrawals available electronically may be accessed at: webstore.ansi.org

CSA (CSA America, Inc.)

Addenda

BSR Z83.11b-200x, American National Standard/CSA Standard for Gas Food Service Equipment (Same as CSA 1.8b) (addenda to ANSI Z83.11-2006/CSA 1.8-2006 and ANSI Z83.11a-2007/CSA 1.8a-2007)

Details test and examination criteria for gas food service equipment for use with natural, manufactured and mixed gases, propane, liquefied petroleum gases and LP gas-air mixtures. The standard provides coverage for ranges and unit broilers, baking and roasting ovens, counter appliances, deep fat fryers and kettles, steam cookers and steam generators.

Single copy price: $50.00
Order from: Allen Callahan; (216) 524-4990, al.callahan@csa-america.org
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Same

IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)

New Standards

BSR/IEEE 1363.2-200x, Standard Specification for Password-Based Public-Key Cryptographic Techniques (new standard)

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

BSR/IEEE 1076c-2007.)
Revises and enhances the VHDL LRM by including a standard C language interface specification; specifications from previously separate, but related, standards IEEE Std 1164, ANSI/IEEE Std 1076.2, and IEEE Std 1076.3; and general language enhancements in the areas of design and verification of electronic systems.

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

Describes the independence requirements of the circuits and equipment comprising or associated with Class 1E systems. It sets forth criteria for the independence that can be achieved by physical separation and electrical isolation of circuits and equipment that are redundant, but does not address the determination of what is to be considered redundant.

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

BSR/IEEE 1675-200x, Standard for Broadband Over Powerline Hardware (new standard)
Provides testing and verification standards for the commonly used hardware, primarily couplers and enclosures, for Broadband over Power Line (BPL) installations, and provide standard installation methods to enable compliance with applicable codes and standards.

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

BSR/IEEE 1367-200x, Standard for Broadband Over Powerline Software (new standard)
Describes testing and verification standards for the commonly used software products, it focuses on hardware products.

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

Covers the fundamental metrology for describing random instabilities of importance to frequency and time metrology. Quantities covered include frequency, amplitude, and phase instabilities; spectral densities of frequency, amplitude, and phase fluctuations; and time-domain deviations of frequency fluctuations.

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

BSR/IEEE 1660-200x, Guide for Application and Management of Stationary Cycling Applications and Appropriate Battery Management Strategies in Cycling Operations (new standard)
Provides information on the differences between stationary standby and stationary cycling applications and appropriate battery management strategies in cycling operations.

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

BSR/IEEE 1624-200x, Standard for Organizational Reliability Capability (new standard)
Defines the reliability capability of organizations and identifies the criteria for assessing the reliability capability of an organization. It is intended to be usable by all organizations that design, manufacture or procure electrical/electronics components or products. Although the concepts described in this Standard could be applied to both hardware and software products, it focuses on hardware products.

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

BSR/IEEE 384-200x, Standard C57.104-200x, Guide for the Interpretation of Gases Generated in Oil-Immersed Transformers (new standard)
Describes detailed procedures for analyzing gas from gas spaces or gas-collecting devices as well as gas dissolved in oil. The intent is to provide the operator with positive and useful information concerning the serviceability of the equipment.

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

BSR/IEEE 1636-200x, Standard for Broadband Over Powerline Addenda
Provides testing and verification standards for the commonly used hardware, primarily couplers and enclosures, for Broadband over Power Line (BPL) installations, and provide standard installation methods to enable compliance with applicable codes and standards.

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

BSR/IEEE 1363-200x, Standard for Broadband Over Powerline Line (BPL) installations, and provide standard installation methods to enable compliance with applicable codes and standards.

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

Describes a method for characterizing organic electronic devices, including measurement techniques, methods of reporting data, and the testing conditions during characterization.

Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

Supplements
Provides technical corrections to several equations describing modeling and data analysis.
Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

BSR/IEEE 1431-2004/Cor 1-200x, Standard Specification Format Guide and Test Procedure for Coriolis Vibratory Gyros - Corrigendum 1: Figure 1 - Gyro Axes and Misalignment Angles (supplement to ANSI/IEEE 1431-2004)
Corrects the labeling on a few figures.
Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

BSR/IEEE C62.21-2003 Cor 1-200x, Guide for the Application of Surge Protective Equipment on AC Rotating Machinery 1000 Volts and Greater - Corrigendum 1: Replace Table 2 and Annexes A.1 and A.2 (supplement to ANSI/IEEE C62.21-2003)
Single copy price: N/A
Send comments (with copy to BSR) to: Moira Patterson; (732) 562-3809, m.patterson@ieee.org;

30 Day Notice of Withdrawal: ANS 5 to 10 years past approval date

In accordance with clause 4.7.1 Periodic Maintenance of American National Standards of the ANSI Essential Requirements, the following American National Standards have not been reaffirmed or revised within the five-year period following approval as an ANS. Thus, they shall be withdrawn at the close of this 30-day public review notice in Standards Action.


Notice of Withdrawal: ANS at least 10 years past approval date

The following American National Standards have not been revised or reaffirmed within ten years from the date of their approval as American National Standards and accordingly are withdrawn:

ANSI/RESNA WC Volume II-1998, Wheelchairs - Volume II: Additional Requirements for Wheelchairs (including Scooters) with Electrical Systems
Call for Comment Contact Information

The addresses listed in this section are to be used in conjunction with standards listed in Call for Comment. This section is a list of developers who have submitted standards for public review in this issue of Standards Action – it is not intended to be a list of all ANSI developers. Please send all address corrections to: Standards Action Editor, American National Standards Institute, 25 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036 or standact@ansi.org.

Order from:

ABYC
American Boat and Yacht Council
613 Third Street
Suite 10
Annapolis, MD 21403
Phone: (410) 990-4460
Fax: (410) 990-4466
Web: www.abycinc.org/index.cfm

ALI (ASC A14)
American Ladder Institute
401 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60611
Phone: (312) 644-6610
Fax: (312) 527-6705
Web: www.americanladderinstitute.org

ANSI
American National Standards Institute
25 West 43rd Street
4th Floor
New York, NY 10036
Phone: (212) 642-4980

APCO
Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials-International
351 N. Williamson Boulevard
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
Phone: (386) 944-2446
Fax: (386) 322-2501
Web: apco911.org

ASTM
ASTM International
100 Barr Harbor Drive
West Conshohocken, PA 19428-2959
Phone: (610) 832-9743
Web: www.astm.org

ATIS
ATIS
1200 G Street, NW Ste. 500
Washington, DC 20005
Phone: (202) 434-8841
Fax: (202) 347-7125
Web: www.atis.org

AWS
American Welding Society
550 N.W. LeJeune Road
Miami, FL 33126
Phone: (305) 443-9353
Fax: (305) 443-5951
Web: www.aws.org

comm2000
1414 Brook Drive
Downers Grove, IL 60515

CSA
CSA America, Inc.
8501 E. Pleasant Valley Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44131
Phone: (216) 524-4990
Fax: (216) 520-5979
Web: www.csa-america.org/

Global Engineering Documents
Global Engineering Documents
15 Inverness Way East
Englewood, CO 80112-5704
Phone: (800) 854-7179
Fax: (303) 379-2740

HL7
Health Level Seven
3300 Washtenaw Avenue
Suite 227
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Phone: (734) 677-7777
Fax: (734) 677-6622
Web: www.hl7.org

IEEE
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331
Phone: (732) 562-3809
Fax: (732) 796-6966
Web: www.ieee.org

ISEA
International Safety Equipment Association
1901 North Moore Street
Suite 808
Arlington, VA 22209
Phone: (703) 525-1695
Fax: (703) 525-2148
Web: www.safetyequipment.org

NEMA (ASC C78)
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
1300 North 17th Street, Suite 1847
Rosslyn, VA 22209
Phone: (703) 841-3277
Fax: (703) 841-3377
Web: www.nema.org

NSF
NSF International
P.O. Box 130140
789 N. Dixboro Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
Phone: (734) 827-6806
Fax: (734) 827-6831
Web: www.nsf.org
Call for Members (ANS Consensus Bodies)

Directly and materially affected parties who are interested in participating as a member of an ANS consensus body for the standards listed below are requested to contact the sponsoring standards developer directly and in a timely manner.

AMCA (Air Movement and Control Association)

Office: 30 West University Drive  
Arlington Heights, IL  60004-1893

Contact: John Pakan  
Phone: (847) 253-0088  
E-mail: jpankan@amca.org

BSR/AMCA 500-L-200x, Laboratory Methods of Testing Louvers for Rating (supplement to ANSI/AMCA 500-L-2007)

ASTM (ASTM International)

Office: 100 Barr Harbor Drive  
West Conshohocken, PA  19428-2959

Contact: Corice Leonard  
Phone: (610) 832-9743  
E-mail: cleonard@astm.org


BSR/ASTM D664-200x, Test Method for Acid Number of Petroleum Products by Potentiometric Titration (revision of ANSI/ASTM D664-2007)


BSR/ASTM D2887-200x, Test Method for Boiling Range Distribution of Petroleum Fractions by Gas Chromatography (revision of ANSI/ASTM D2887-2006a)


BSR INCITS 246-1994 (S200x), Information Processing Systems - Test Methods for Media Characteristics of 90mm Read Only and Rewritable M.O. Optical Disk Data Storage Cartridge with Discrete Block Format (DBF) (stabilized maintenance of ANSI INCITS 246-1994 (R2004))


INCITS/ISO/IEC 10090-1992 (S200x), Information Technology - 90 mm Optical Disk Cartridges, Rewritable and Read Only, for Data Interchange (stabilized maintenance of INCITS/ISO/IEC 10090-1992 (R2004))


INCITS/ISO/IEC 13403-1995 (S200x), Information Technology - Information Interchange on 300 mm Optical Disk Cartridges of the Write Once, Read Multiple (WORM) Type Using the CCS Method (stabilized maintenance of INCITS/ISO/IEC 13403-1995 (R2004))

INCITS/ISO/IEC 13481-1993 (S200x), Information Technology - Data Interchange on 130 mm Optical Disk Cartridges - Capacity: 1 Gigabyte Per Cartridge (stabilized maintenance of INCITS/ISO/IEC 13481-1993 (R2004))

INCITS/ISO/IEC 13549-1993 (S200x), Information Technology - Data Interchange on 130 mm Optical Disk Cartridges - Capacity: 1.3 Gigabytes Per Cartridge (stabilized maintenance of INCITS/ISO/IEC 13549-1993 (R2004))

INCITS/ISO/IEC 13614-1995 (S200x), Information Technology - Interchange on 300 mm Optical Disk Cartridges of the Write Once, Read Multiple (WORM) Type using the SSF Method (stabilized maintenance of INCITS/ISO/IEC 13614-1995 (R2004))

INCITS/ISO/IEC 13963-1995 (S200x), Information technology - Data Interchange on 90 mm Optical Disk Cartridges - Capacity: 230 Megabytes Per Cartridge (stabilized maintenance of INCITS/ISO/IEC 13963-1995 (R2004))

Final actions on American National Standards

The standards actions listed below have been approved by the ANSI Board of Standards Review (BSR) or by an ANSI-Audited Designator, as applicable.

APCO (Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials-International)

New Standards

ASTM (ASTM International)

New Standards

Reaffirmations
ANSI/ASTM D4293-83 (R2008), Specification for Phosphate Ester Based Fluids for Turbine Lubrication (reaffirmation of ANSI/ASTM D4293-83 (R2003)): 10/15/2008

Revisions

ATIS (Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions)

Withdrawals

IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers)

New Standards

ISA (ISA)

Addenda

NSF (NSF International)

Revisions
ANSI/NSF 7-2008 (6), Commercial refrigerators and freezers (revision of ANSI/NSF 7-2007): 10/21/2008
ANSI/NSF 7-2008 (6), Commercial refrigerators and freezers (revision of ANSI/NSF 7-2007): 10/21/2008

UL (Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.)

Reaffirmations

Revisions
ANSI/UL 1564-2008, Standard for Safety for Industrial Battery

for Measurement, Control, and Laboratory Use - Part 1: General
Project Initiation Notification System (PINS)

ANSI Procedures require notification of ANSI by ANSI-accredited standards developers (ASD) of the initiation and scope of activities expected to result in new or revised American National Standards (ANS). Early notification of activity intended to reaffirm or withdraw an ANS and in some instances a PINS related to a national adoption is optional. The mechanism by which such notification is given is referred to as the PINS process. For additional information, see clause 2.4 of the ANSI Essential Requirements: Due Process Requirements for American National Standards.

Following is a list of proposed actions and new ANS that have been received recently from ASDs. Please also review the section in Standards Action entitled "American National Standards Maintained Under Continuous Maintenance" for additional or comparable information with regard to standards maintained under the continuous maintenance option. To view information about additional standards for which a PINS has been submitted and to search approved ANS, please visit www.NSSN.org, which is a database of standards information. Note that this database is not exhaustive.

Directly and materially affected interests wishing to receive more information or to submit comments are requested to contact the standards developer directly within 30 days of the publication of this announcement.

ABYC (American Boat and Yacht Council)
Office: 613 Third Street, Suite 10
Annapolis, MD 21403
Contact: John Adley
Fax: (410) 990-4466
E-mail: jadley@abyccinc.org

BSR/ABYC H-1185-200x, Portable Marine Fuel Tanks (new standard)
Stakeholders: Boat manufacturers, insurance personnel, surveyors, trade organizations, and consumers.
Project Need: To identify safety issues with portable marine fuel
Provides a guide for the design, construction, and stowage of portable marine fuel tanks with the related fittings and accessories integral with the portable marine fuel tanks.

AMCA (Air Movement and Control Association)
Office: 30 West University Drive
Arlington Heights, IL 60004-1893
Contact: John Pakan
Fax: (847) 253-0088
E-mail: jppakan@amca.org

BSR/AMCA 500-L-200x, Laboratory Methods of Testing Louvers for Rating (supplement to ANSI/AMCA 500-L-2007)
Stakeholders: Louver manufacturers, building manufacturers, testing laboratories.
Project Need: To provide laboratories with a standard method of measuring louver-free area.
Provides a basis for measuring free area of louvers.

BSR/AMCA 550-200x, Test Method for High Velocity Wind Driven Rain Resistant Louvers (new standard)
Stakeholders: Louver manufacturers, building manufacturers.
Project Need: To provide a method of testing to determine the suitability of louvers being installed in areas where high velocity rain conditions may occur.
Provides tests conducted in accordance with the requirements of this standard to demonstrate the acceptability of the louver for installation in facilities (essential and non-essential) that will remain in operation during a high-velocity wind condition and where water infiltration must be kept to manageable amounts.

ASME (American Society of Mechanical Engineers)
Office: 3 Park Avenue, 20th Floor (20N2)
New York, NY 10016
Contact: Mayra Santiago
Fax: (212) 591-8501
E-mail: ansibox@asme.org

BSR/ASME B18.2.10M-200x, Wheel Bolts (Metric Series) (new standard)
Stakeholders: Users, manufacturers, distributors, consultants, and government.
Project Need: To create a standard covering this topic.
Covers the complete general and dimensional data for metric-series wheel bolts recognized as standard.

BSR/ASME B18.31.3-200x, Threaded Rod (Inch Series) (new standard)
Stakeholders: Users, distributors, and manufacturers.
Project Need: To publish a standard that covers Threaded Rod (Inch Series) information.
Covers the complete general and dimensional data for inch-series threaded rod recognized as "American National Standard." The inclusion of dimensional data in this standard is not intended to imply that all of the products described herein are stock production sizes. Consumers should consult with manufacturers concerning lists of stock production sizes.

BSR/ASME PTC 46-200x, Overall Plant Performance (new standard)
Stakeholders: Manufacturers of power-producing equipment.
Project Need: To produce a new standard on overall plant performance using latest technology measuring systems.
Provides uniform test methods and procedures for the determination of the thermal performance and electrical output of heat cycle electric power plants and cogeneration facilities. It provides explicit procedures for the determination of the following performance results:
(a) corrected net power;
(b) corrected heat rate or efficiency; and
(c) corrected heat input.

Stakeholders: Recognized leaders from major industrial sectors, local and federal government agencies and regulators.
Project Need: To create a management process that would facilitate consistent application of common terminology, common metrics, and common procedures to the full variety of assets in diverse infrastructures.
Includes the general framework necessary to perform Asset Characterization, Threat Characterization, Consequence Analysis, Vulnerability Analysis, Threat Assessment, Risk and Resilience Assessment, and Risk and Resilience Management.
BSR/ASTM WK17968-200x, New Practice for Transfilling of CO2 Cylinders for use in Paintball Activities (new standard)


Project Need:
- http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK17968.htm
- http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK17968.htm


Stakeholders: Petroleum Products and Lubricants Industry.

Project Need:
- http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK20539.htm
- http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK20539.htm

BSR/ASTM WK21006-200x, New Specification for Maximum Lead Content in Synthetic Turf Fibers (new standard)


Project Need:
- http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK21006.htm
- http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK21006.htm

BSR/ASTM WK21134-200x, New Practice for Paintball Player Briefing (new standard)


Project Need:
- http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK21134.htm
- http://www.astm.org/DATABASE.CART/WORKITEMS/WK21134.htm

---

**HL7 (Health Level Seven)**

**Office:** 3300 Washtenaw Avenue, Suite 227
Ann Arbor, MI 48104

**Contact:** Karen Van Henrency

**Fax:** (734) 677-6622

**E-mail:** Karenvan@HL7.org

BSR/HL7 V3 EIS, R1-200x, HL7 Version 3 Standard: Service Functional Model Specification - Entity Identification Service (EIS), Release 1 (new standard)

Stakeholders: Healthcare, public health, health insurance payers, pharmaceutical.

Project Need: To identify patients, providers, etc. uniquely. This identification is critical for healthcare interoperability, especially in the context of regional and national healthcare information networks.

Focuses on providing functionality to resolve the identification of entities (patients, providers, medical equipment, etc.) with a domain context.

BSR/HL7 V3IG SNOMED, R1-200x, HL7 Version 3 Implementation Guide: Using SNOMED CT, Release 1 (new standard)

Stakeholders: Healthcare.

Project Need: To ensure that HL7 Version 3 standards achieve their stated goal of semantic interoperability when used to communicate clinical information that is represented using concepts from SNOMED Clinical Terms (R).

Ensures that HL7 Version 3 standards achieve their stated goal of semantic interoperability when used to communicate clinical information that is represented using concepts from SNOMED Clinical Terms (R).

The primary scope of this document is to provide guidance for the use of SNOMED CT in the HL7 V3 Clinical Statement pattern.

---

**IPC (IPC - Association Connecting Electronics Industries)**

**Office:** 3000 Lakeside Drive Suite 309-S
Bannockburn, IL 60015

**Contact:** Jeannette Cooney

**Fax:** (847) 509-9798

**E-mail:** JeannetteCooney@ipc.org


Stakeholders: Electronics Manufacturing Industry.

Project Need: To address several editorial errors in the published document.

Prescribes test methods, defect definitions, acceptance criteria, and illustrations for assessing the solderability of electronic component leads, terminations, solid wires, stranded wires, lugs, and tabs. This standard also includes a test method for the Resistance to Dissolution/Dewetting of Metallization. This standard is intended for use by both vendor and user.

---

**NEMA (ASC C8) (National Electrical Manufacturers Association)**

**Office:** 1300 North 17th Street, Suite 1752
Rosslyn, VA 22209

**Contact:** Eric Schweitzer

**Fax:** (703) 841-3376

**E-mail:** Eric.Schweitzer@NEMA.org


Stakeholders: Telecommunication Industry.

Project Need: To establish generic technical requirements that may be referenced by individual telecommunications cable specifications covering thermoplastic insulated and jacketed inside wiring products intended for normal indoor premises use in the wiring systems of communication users.

Covers mechanical, electrical and flammability requirements for thermoplastic insulated and jacketed, copper conductor, inside wiring cables intended primarily for general purpose communication applications in telephone company central offices or on consumer premises in non-LAN (Local Area Network) applications.
BSR/TIA 41.321-E-1-200x, Mobile Application Part (MAP) - Voice Feature Scenarios: Call Delivery (addenda to ANSI/TIA 41.321-E-2007)

Stakeholders: Telecommunications Industry Association.
Project Need: To receive ANSI approval.

Depicts the interactions between network entities in various situations related to automatic roaming and Call Delivery (CD). These scenarios are informative.

BSR/TIA 41.324-E-1-200x, Mobile Application Part (MAP) - Voice Feature Scenarios: Calling Number Identification Presentation, Calling Number Identification Restriction (addenda to ANSI/TIA 41.324-E-2007)

Stakeholders: Telecommunications Industry Association.
Project Need: To receive ANSI approval.

Depicts the communications between network entities in various situations related to automatic roaming and Calling Number Identification Presentation (CNIP). These scenarios are for illustrative purposes only.

BSR/TIA 41.328-E-1-200x, Mobile Application Part (MAP) - Voice Feature Scenarios: Mobile Access Hunting (addenda to BSR/TIA 41.328-E-200x)

Stakeholders: Telecommunications Industry Association.
Project Need: To receive ANSI approval.

Depicts the interactions between network entities in various situations related to automatic roaming and Mobile Access Hunting (MAH). These scenarios are for illustrative purposes only.

American National Standards Maintained Under Continuous Maintenance

The ANSI Essential Requirements: Due Process Requirements for American National Standards provide two options for the maintenance of American National Standards (ANS): periodic maintenance (see clause 4.7.1) and continuous maintenance (see clause 4.7.2). Continuous maintenance is defined as follows:

The standard shall be maintained by an accredited standards developer. A documented program for periodic publication of revisions shall be established by the standards developer. Processing of these revisions shall be in accordance with these procedures. The published standard shall include a clear statement of the intent to consider requests for change and information on the submittal of such requests. Procedures shall be established for timely, documented consensus action on each request for change and no portion of the standard shall be excluded from the revision process. In the event that no revisions are issued for a period of four years, action to reaffirm or withdraw the standard shall be taken in accordance with the procedures contained in the ANSI Essential Requirements.

The Executive Standards Council (ExSC) has determined that for standards maintained under the Continuous Maintenance option, separate PINS announcements are not required. The following ANSI Accredited Standards Developers have formally registered standards under the Continuous Maintenance option.

- AAMI
- AAMVA
- AGA
- AGRSS, Inc.
- ASHRAE
- ASME
- ASTM
- GEIA
- MHI (ASC MH10)
- NBBPVI
- NCPDP
- NISO
- NSF
- TIA
- Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL)

To obtain additional information with regard to these standards, such as contact information at the ANSI accredited standards developer, please visit ANSI Online at www.ansi.org, select Internet Resources, click on "Standards Information," and see "American National Standards Maintained Under Continuous Maintenance". This information is also available directly at www.ansi.org/publicreview.

Alternatively, you may contact the Procedures & Standards Administration Department (PSA) at psa@ansi.org or via fax at 212-840-2298. If you request that information be provided via E-mail, please include your E-mail address; if you request that information be provided via fax, please include your fax number. Thank you.
ISO Draft International Standards

This section lists proposed standards that the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is considering for approval. The proposals have received substantial support within the technical committees or subcommittees that developed them and are now being circulated to ISO members for comment and vote. Standards Action readers interested in reviewing and commenting on these documents should order copies from ANSI.

Comments

Comments regarding ISO documents should be sent to Henrietta Scully, at ANSI’s New York offices. The final date for offering comments is listed after each draft.

Ordering Instructions

ISO Drafts can be made available by contacting ANSI’s Customer Service department. Please e-mail your request for an ISO Draft to Customer Service at sales@ansi.org. When making your request, please provide the date of the Standards Action issue in which the draft document you are requesting appears.

AGRICULTURAL FOOD PRODUCTS (TC 34)

ISO/DIS 12966-3, Animal and vegetable fats and oils - Gas chromatography of fatty acid methyl esters - Part 3: Preparation of methyl esters using trimethylsulfonium hydroxide (TMSH) - 1/29/2009, $33.00

AIRCRAFT AND SPACE VEHICLES (TC 20)

ISO/DIS 14620-2, Space systems - Safety requirements - Part 2: Launch site operations - 1/29/2009, $71.00

CINEMATOGRAPHY (TC 36)

ISO/DIS 26428-7, Digital cinema (D-cinema) distribution master - Part 7: Subtitle - 1/29/2009, $88.00
ISO/DIS 26429-8, Digital cinema (D-cinema) packaging - Part 8: Packing list - 1/29/2009, $71.00
ISO/DIS 26429-9, Digital cinema (D-cinema) packaging - Part 9: Asset mapping and file segmentation - 1/29/2009, $71.00
ISO/DIS 26430-4, Digital cinema (D-cinema) operations - Part 4: Log record format specification - 1/29/2009, $67.00
ISO/DIS 26430-5, Digital cinema (D-cinema) operations - Part 5: Packaging - Security log event class and constraints - 1/29/2009, $88.00
ISO/DIS 26430-6, Digital cinema (D-cinema) operations - Part 6: Auditorium security messages for intra-theater communications - 1/29/2009, $71.00
ISO/DIS 26430-9, Digital cinema (D-cinema) operations - Part 9: Key delivery bundle - 1/29/2009, $67.00
ISO/DIS 26433, Digital cinema (D-cinema) - XML data types - 1/29/2009, $71.00

MATERIALS, EQUIPMENT AND OFFSHORE STRUCTURES FOR PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS INDUSTRIES (TC 67)

ISO 13628-1/DAm1, Petroleum and natural gas industries - Design and operation of subsea production systems - Part 1: General requirements and recommendations - Amendment 1 - Revised Clause 6 - 1/29/2009, $82.00

MEASUREMENT OF FLUID FLOW IN CLOSED CONDUITS (TC 30)

ISO/DIS 17089-1, Measurement of fluid flow in closed conduits - Ultrasonic meters for gas - Part 1: Meters for custody transfer and allocation measurement - 1/30/2009, $155.00

NUCLEAR ENERGY (TC 85)

ISO/DIS 28218, Radiation protection - Performance criteria for radiobioassay - 1/30/2009, $119.00

RUBBER AND RUBBER PRODUCTS (TC 45)

ISO 2440/DAm1, Flexible and rigid cellular polymeric materials - Accelerated ageing tests - Amendment 1 - 1/29/2009, $29.00
Newly Published ISO and IEC Standards

Listed here are new and revised standards recently approved and promulgated by ISO - the International Organization for Standardization – and IEC – the International Electrotechnical Commission. Most are available at the ANSI Electronic Standards Store (ESS) at www.ansi.org. All paper copies are available from Standards resellers (http://webstore.ansi.org/faq.aspx#resellers).

ISO Standards

AIR QUALITY (TC 146)
ISO 16000-13:2008, Indoor air - Part 13: Determination of total (gas and particle-phase) polychlorinated dioxin-like biphenyls (PCBs) and polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins/dibenzofurans (PCDDs/PCDFs) - Collection on sorbent-backed filters, $122.00

DIMENSIONAL AND GEOMETRICAL PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS AND VERIFICATION (TC 213)
ISO 3650/Cor1:2008, Gauge blocks - Corrigendum, FREE

MECHANICAL VIBRATION AND SHOCK (TC 108)

PALLETS FOR UNIT LOAD METHOD OF MATERIALS HANDLING (TC 51)
ISO 12777-1/Amd1:2008, Methods of test for pallet joints - Part 1: Determination of bending resistance of pallet nails, other dowel-type fasteners and staples - Amendment 1, $16.00

PLASTICS (TC 61)

SMALL TOOLS (TC 29)
ISO 8406:2008, Tools for moulding - Mould bases - Round locating elements and spacers, $43.00

SOLID MINERAL FUELS (TC 27)
ISO 589:2008, Hard coal - Determination of total moisture, $65.00

WATER QUALITY (TC 147)

ISO Technical Reports

TERMINOLOGY (PRINCIPLES AND COORDINATION) (TC 37)
ISO/TR 24156:2008, Guidelines for using UML notation in terminology work, $98.00

ISO Technical Specifications

GEOSYNTHETICS (TC 221)
ISO/TS 13434:2008, Geosynthetics - Guidelines for the assessment of durability, $141.00

ISO/IEC JTC 1, Information Technology

ISO/IEC 14496-4/Cor4:2008, Conformance testing for MPEG-4 - Determination of compression behaviour, $65.00
ISO/IEC 14496-4/Cor5:2008, Conformance testing for MPEG-4 - Determination of dimensional stability under constant normal laboratory conditions (23 degrees C/50 % relative humidity), $57.00
ISO 29472:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of dimensional stability under specified temperature and humidity conditions, $49.00
ISO 29471:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of deformation under specified compressive load and temperature conditions, $49.00
ISO 29465:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of tensile strength perpendicular to faces, $49.00
ISO 29466:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of tensile strength parallel to faces, $49.00
ISO 29467:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of short-term water absorption by partial immersion, $49.00
ISO 29468:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of linear dimensions of test specimens, $49.00
ISO 29469:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of behaviour under point load, $65.00
ISO 29470:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of thickness for floating-floor insulating products, $49.00
ISO 29771:2008, Thermal insulating materials for building applications - Determination of organic content, $57.00
ISO 29764:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of tensile strength parallel to faces, $49.00
ISO 29765:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of dimensional stability under constant normal laboratory conditions, $57.00
ISO 29766:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of squareness, $49.00
ISO 29767:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of flatness, $43.00
ISO 29768:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of compression behaviour, $65.00
ISO 29769:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of dimensional stability under constant normal laboratory conditions, $57.00
ISO 29770:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of short-term water absorption by partial immersion, $49.00
ISO 29771:2008, Thermal insulating materials for building applications - Determination of organic content, $57.00
ISO 29772:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of squareness, $49.00
ISO 29773:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of flatness, $43.00
ISO 29774:2008, Thermal insulating products for building applications - Determination of dimensional stability under constant normal laboratory conditions, $57.00

IEC Standards

AUDIO, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT (TC 100)
IEC 61606-3 Ed. 1.0 en:2008, Audio and audiovisual equipment - Digital audio parts - Basic measurement methods of audio characteristics - Part 3: Professional use, $179.00
IEC 62087-BD Ed. 2.0 en:2008, Methods of measurement for the performance of screening thermographs for human febrile temperature screening, $143.00
IEC 62239 Ed. 2.0 en:2008, Fieldbus - The complete collection, FREE
IEC/TS 62320-1 Amd.1 Ed. 1.0 en:2008, Process management for avionics - PROCESS MANAGEMENT FOR AVIONICS (TC 107)
IEC/TS 60815-3 Ed. 1.0 en:2008, Rotating electrical machines - Part 3: Polymer insulators for a.c. systems, $97.00
IEC 60966-2-1 Ed. 3.0 en:2008, Radio frequency and coaxial cable assemblies - Part 2-1: Sectional specification for flexible coaxial cable assemblies, $97.00
IEC 60966-2-3 Ed. 3.0 en:2008, Radio frequency and coaxial cable assemblies - Part 3: Sectional specification for semi-flexible coaxial cable assemblies, $97.00
IEC 60966-3 Ed. 3.0 en:2008, Radio frequency and coaxial cable assemblies - Part 3: Sectional specification for semi-flexible coaxial cable assemblies, $97.00
IEC 60853-1 Amd.2 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Amendment 2 - Calculation of the cyclic and emergency current rating of cables - Part 1: Cyclic rating factor for cables up to and including 18/30 (36) kV, $21.00
IEC 60853-2 Amd.1 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Amendment 1 - Calculation of the cyclic and emergency current rating of cables - Part 2: Cyclic rating of cables greater than 18/30 (36) kV and emergency ratings for cables of all voltages, $51.00
IEC 60860-2-5 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Medical electrical equipment - Part 2-5: Particular requirements for the basic safety and essential performance of lens removal devices and vitrectomy devices for ophthalmic surgical, $128.00
IEC 60860-2-59 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Medical electrical equipment - Part 2-59: Particular requirements for the basic safety and essential performance of screening thermographs for human febrile temperature screening, $143.00
IEC 60335-2-102 Amd.1 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Amendment 1 - Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-102: Particular requirements for drives for rolling shutters, awnings, blinds and similar equipment, $26.00
IEC 60335-2-31 Amd.2 Ed. 4.0 b:2008, Amendment 2 - Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-31: Particular requirements for range hoods and other cooking fume extractors, $26.00
IEC 60335-2-34 Amd.2 Ed. 4.0 en:2008, Amendment 2 - Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-34: Particular requirements for motor-compressors, $41.00
IEC 60335-2-96 Amd.2 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Amendment 2 - Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-96: Particular requirements for flexible sheet heating elements for room heating, $19.00
IEC 60335-2-97 Amd.2 Ed. 2.0 b:2008, Amendment 2 - Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-97: Particular requirements for drives for rolling shutters, awnings, blinds and similar equipment, $26.00
IEC 60335-2-102 Amd.1 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Amendment 1 - Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-102: Particular requirements for gas, oil and solid-fuel burning appliances having electrical connections, $26.00
IEC 60429 Ed. 2.0 en:2008, Process management for avionics - Preparation of an electronic components management plan, $117.00
IEC 60399 Ed. 2.1 b:2008, Barrel thread for lampholders with shade holder ring, $56.00
IEC 60810 Ed. 3.1 b:2008, Lamps for road vehicles - Performance requirements, $163.00
MARITIME NAVIGATION AND RADIOCOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT AND SYSTEMS (TC 80)
IEC 62320-1 Amd.1 Ed. 1.0 en:2008, Amendment 1 - Maritime navigation and radiocommunication equipment and systems - Automatic identification system (AIS) - Part 1: AIS Base Stations - Minimum operational and performance requirements, methods of testing and required test results, $66.00
IEC 60345-3 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Rotating electrical machines - Part 30: Efficiency classes of single-speed, three-phase, cage-induction motors (IE-code), $87.00
SAFETY OF HOUSEHOLD AND SIMILAR ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES (TC 61)
IEC 60335-2-31 Amd.2 Ed. 4.0 b:2008, Amendment 2 - Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-31: Particular requirements for range hoods and other cooking fume extractors, $26.00
IEC 60335-2-34 Amd.2 Ed. 4.0 en:2008, Amendment 2 - Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-34: Particular requirements for motor-compressors, $41.00
IEC 60335-2-96 Amd.2 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Amendment 2 - Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-96: Particular requirements for flexible sheet heating elements for room heating, $19.00
IEC 60335-2-97 Amd.2 Ed. 2.0 b:2008, Amendment 2 - Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-97: Particular requirements for drives for rolling shutters, awnings, blinds and similar equipment, $26.00
IEC 60335-2-102 Amd.1 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Amendment 1 - Household and similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-102: Particular requirements for gas, oil and solid-fuel burning appliances having electrical connections, $26.00

IEC Technical Specifications

INSULATORS (TC 36)
IEC/TS 60815-1 Ed. 1.0 en:2008, Selection and dimensioning of high-voltage insulators intended for use in polluted conditions - Part 1: Definitions, information and general principles, $204.00
IEC/TS 60815-2 Ed. 1.0 en:2008, Selection and dimensioning of high-voltage insulators intended for use in polluted conditions - Part 2: Ceramic and glass insulators for a.c. systems, $107.00
IEC/TS 60815-3 Ed. 1.0 en:2008, Selection and dimensioning of high-voltage insulators intended for use in polluted conditions - Part 3: Polymer insulators for a.c. systems, $97.00

PROCESS MANAGEMENT FOR AVIONICS (TC 107)
IEC/TS 62239 Ed. 2.0 en:2008, Process management for avionics - Preparation of an electronic components management plan, $117.00

LAMPS AND RELATED EQUIPMENT (TC 34)
IEC 60034-30 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Rotating electrical machines - Part 30: Efficiency classes of single-speed, three-phase, cage-induction motors (IE-code), $87.00

EQUIPMENT FOR ELECTRICAL ENERGY MEASUREMENT AND LOAD CONTROL (TC 13)
IEC 62059-31-1 Ed. 1.0 b:2008, Electricity metering equipment - Dependability - Part 31-1: Accelerated reliability testing - Elevated temperature and humidity, $250.00

INDUSTRIAL-PROCESS MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL (TC 65)
IEC FIELD-ALL Ed. 1.0 en:2008, Industrial communication networks - Fieldbus - The complete collection, FREE
Proposed Foreign Government Regulations

Call for Comment

U.S. manufacturers, exporters, regulatory agencies and standards developing organizations may be interested in proposed foreign technical regulations issued by Member countries of the World Trade Organization (WTO). In accordance with the WTO Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT Agreement), Members are required to report proposed technical regulations that may significantly affect trade to the WTO Secretariat in Geneva, Switzerland. In turn, the Secretariat disseminates the information to all WTO Members. The purpose of this requirement is to provide global trading partners with an opportunity to review and comment on the regulations before they become final.

The National Center for Standards and Certification Information (NCSCI) at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), distributes these proposed foreign technical regulations to U.S. stakeholders via an online service, Notify U.S. Notify U.S. is an e-mail and Web service that allows interested U.S. parties to register, obtain notifications, and read full texts of regulations from countries and for industry sectors of interest to them. To register for Notify U.S., please go to Internet URL: http://www.nist.gov/notifyus/ and click on “Subscribe”.

NCSCI is the WTO TBT Inquiry Point for the U.S. and receives all notifications and full texts of regulations to disseminate to U.S. Industry. For further information, please contact: NCSCI, NIST, 100 Bureau Drive, Gaithersburg, MD 20899-2160; Telephone: (301) 975-4040; Fax: (301) 926-1559; E-mail: ncsci@nist.gov or notifyus@nist.gov.
Information Concerning American National Standards

INCITS Executive Board

ANSI Accredited SDO and US TAG to ISO/IEC JTC 1, Information Technology

The InterNational Committee for Information Technology Standards (INCITS), an ANSI accredited SDO, is the forum for information technology developers, producers and users to create and maintain formal de jure IT standards. INCITS' mission is to promote the effective use of Information and Communication Technology through standardization in a way that balances the interests of all stakeholders and increases the global competitiveness of the member organizations.

The INCITS Executive Board serves as the consensus body with its oversight of programs of its 30+ Technical Committees. Additionally, the INCITS Executive Board exercises international leadership in its role as the US Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to ISO/IEC JTC 1, Information Technology.

The INCITS Executive Board seeks to broaden its membership base and is recruiting new participants in all membership categories:
- special interest (user, academic, consortia)
- non-business (government and major/minor SDOs)
- business (large/small businesses and consultants)

Membership in the INCITS Executive Board is open to all directly and materially affected parties in accordance with INCITS membership rules. To find out more about participating on the INCITS Executive Board, please contact Jennifer Garner at 202-626-5737 or jgarner@itic.org.

Tentative Interim Amendments

ANSI/IAPMO UPC 1-2006, Uniform Plumbing Code

Comment Deadline: Monday, December 1, 2008

The following Tentative Interim Amendment to the Uniform Plumbing Code, UPC 1-2006, is available for public review:

TIA UPC 027-06 revises text in Sections 204.0, 908.0, 908.1, 908.1.1, 908.1.2, 908.1.3, 908.2, 908.2.1, 908.2.2, and 908.2.3

Copies may be obtained from:
Lynne Simnick
Director of Code Development,
IAPMO
5001 E. Philadelphia Street
Ontario, CA 91761
Phone: (909) 472-4110
E-mail: lynne.simnick@iapmo.org

ANSI Accredited Standards Developers

Approval of Accreditation

Recreational Off-Highway Vehicle Association (ROHVA)

ANSI's Executive Standards Council has approved the accreditation of the Recreational Off-Highway Vehicle Association (ROHVA), a new ANSI Organizational Member in 2008, as a developer of American National Standards under its operating procedures for documenting consensus on proposed American National Standards, effective November 3, 2008. For additional information, please contact: Mr. Thomas Yager, Vice-President, Recreational Off-Highway Vehicle Organization, 2 Jenner, Suite 150, Irvine, CA 92618; PHONE: (949) 255-2560; FAX: (949) 727-4216; E-mail: tyager@rohva.org.

International Organization for Standardization (ISO)

Proposal for a New Field of ISO Technical Work

Anti-Counterfeiting Tools

The ISO Technical Management Board has approved the creation of a new ISO technical activity on Anti-Counterfeiting Tools, with the secretariat allocated to France (AFNOR) and the following proposed scope:

To specify objectives of performance for anti-counterfeiting systems in order:
- To achieve market transparency regarding reliability and robustness of tools dedicated to the protection against counterfeiting
- To facilitate integration and processing for protection against counterfeiting in industry product design

Given the diversity of systems and goods to be protected, the project includes the definition of a typology of systems, so that objectives of performances can be defined in a relevant manner.

The proposed standard will concern the whole product life cycle management. It will apply to any sector and will be technology independent driven. Standardization related to specific candidates technologies like RFID, optical devices, DNA etc. will be outside its scope.

Following issues will be address in terms of performance requirements of protection systems against counterfeiting:
- Data acquisition, data processing and data storage
  - Adequacy with product authentication function
  - Guidelines for data model and security target for a possible application of Common Criteria
- Interoperability for systems and sub-systems dedicated to protection against counterfeiting
  - Extensibility capabilities requirements for systems / subsystems to anticipate new additional functions for covering further needs issued from anti-counterfeiting fight
  - Modularity of functions in view to facilitate integration of tools
- Capability to facilitate controls in any circumstance, in any location, and in any condition of usage, without generating specific constraints
- Design requirements to authorize and monitor data access to different actors concerned:
  - Typology of the actors concerned by the control process (legal entities or not – including internal control)
  - Types of data to be shared with the actors of the control at different steps of the control process
  - Scalability of tools: availability to adapt the dynamic of controls depending on the threat
- To bring a high level of reliability to all interested actors
- Efficiency to detect a counterfeited product, depending of tools
- Specific requirements for security, including tracking process

In this proposed standard, requirements will be categorized in progressive levels on which current implementations can refer to (categorization of requirements in relevant levels should apply to most listed modules).

This proposed work will exclusively cover the detection of counterfeit products that are protected by Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs). Excluding piracy on digital products, such as audio/video piracy on the internet.

Formation and accreditation of a US/TAG is required for the US to register as a Participating member of this committee. Those parties interested in applying for TAG administrator or TAG membership, should contact Rachel Howenstine, ANSI, rhowenstine@ansi.org, for further information.
NSF/ANSI 46

Evaluation of components and devices used in wastewater treatment systems

11.4 Design and construction

All chlorination devices shall comply with the requirements of 11.4.1 through 11.4.56.

11.4.1 Noise

When installed according to the manufacturer’s instructions, the chlorination device shall not produce excessive noise. Noise associated with operation, measured at 1.2 m (4 ft) above the ground surface, 6 m (20 ft) in 4 directions, at 90, 180, 270, and 360 degrees from the chlorination device and its appurtenances, shall not exceed 60 dbA.

11.4.12 Failure sensing and signaling equipment

Reason: Impose a noise test serves no purpose while placing an additional financial burden on the manufacturers.
NSF/ANSI 50

Recreational Water Facilities

5.2.3 Spacing of elements

5.2.3.1 Filters shall be designed to provide a minimum clearance between adjacent precoated filter elements equal to the thickness or diameter of the element or 2.54 cm (1 in), whichever is less.

5.2.3.2 The clearance between filter elements shall be sufficient to prevent contact between the septa during backwashing operations.

Reason: When looking at the minimum clearance between adjacent filter elements as stated in 5.2.3.1 in conjunction with the 1.5 multiplier of the uncoated tubes for precoat media thickness to derive effective filter area, it is possible to certify a precoat media filter where bridging of precoat media between adjacent filter elements could occur to achieve the stated effective filter area.
BSR/UL 14C
Standard for Swinging Hardware for Standards Tin-Clad Fire Doors Mounted Singly and in Pairs

1.1 These requirements apply to hardware for swinging fire doors which have demonstrated in fire tests fire-resistive properties warranting their use with two-ply and three-ply tin-clad fire doors tested in accordance with the Standard for Fire Tests of Door Assemblies, UL 10B (ASTM E152, NFPA No. 252).

1.2 Requirements for the location and time rating required for fire doors are contained in the International Building Code (IBC) codes such as the BOCA National Building Code, Standard Building Code (for SBCCI), and Uniform Building Code (for ICBO). Requirements for the installation of swinging two-ply and three-ply tin-clad fire doors are included in the Standard for Fire Doors and Fire Windows Other Opening Protectives, NFPA No. 80.
1.1 These requirements apply to hardware for horizontally sliding fire doors which have demonstrated in fire tests fire-resistive properties warranting their use with two-ply and three-ply tin-clad fire doors tested in accordance with the Standard for Fire Tests of Door Assemblies, UL 10B (ASTM E152, NFPA No. 252).

1.2 Requirements for the location and time rating are contained in codes, such as the International Building Code (IBC), BOCA National Building Code, Standard Building Code (for SBCCI), and Uniform Building Code (for ICBO). The method of installation required for fire doors is not included in these codes. Requirements for the details for the installation of horizontally sliding two-ply and three-ply tin-clad fire doors are included in the Standard for Fire Doors and Windows Other Opening Protectives, NFPA 80.